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Abstract

Recent work has explored applying meta-learning strategies to improve domain1

generalization in natural language processing tasks. We propose a simple strategy2

for improving such model training with meta-learning algorithms through strategic3

sampling of virtual tasks. We experiment with our task selection strategies on a4

challenging text-to-SQL semantic parsing dataset and show that it is possible to5

achieve performance comparable to a strong baseline training strategy while using6

half as many training steps. Furthermore, comparison with a strong multi-task7

learning baseline suggests that the benefits of our strategies are complementary to8

the benefits conferred by meta-learning itself.9

1 Introduction10

Recent studies have shown that meta-learning can be used to enhance domain generalization across nu-11

merous vision and language tasks(Balaji et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019). In particular, optimization-based12

Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning (MAML) seeks to optimize domain generalization by simulating13

zero-shot learning during training through virtual source and target tasks (Finn et al., 2017; Li et al.,14

2018). However, little work has explored the effects of virtual task selection for MAML. In this15

work, we explore how redefining domains for source/target tasks and utilizing different task selection16

methods affects the meta-training process with respect to model performance. In particular, we17

test our methods in the realm of semantic parsing, which is the task of translating natural language18

utterances into formal meaning representations (e.g., logical forms, database queries, programs).19

Domain generalization in semantic parsing involves producing new programs from previously unseen20

natural language utterances stemming from new domains and databases. This is a topic of interest21

since gathering data to train semantic parsers is difficult and data during inference can be largely22

different from data available during training (Chang et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2018; Conklin et al.,23

2021; Chen et al., 2020).24

We experiment with different strategies for sampling virtual tasks during meta-learning for Spider, a25

zero shot text-to-SQL semantic parsing dataset 1 (Yu et al., 2019). The Spider task is a particularly26

interesting setting to study meta-learning strategies in for a number of reasons. There is value in27

studying the effects of meta-learning in a challenging semantic parsing task where adaptation to28

unseen domains is an explicit goal inherent to the task, while simultaneously, semantic parsing tasks29

are relatively under-explored compared to image classification tasks where meta-learning is most30

commonly applied. Meanwhile, the task is relatively tractable despite its difficulty; the domains31

1Our repo is based on Wang et al. (2021)’s implementation in https://github.com/berlino/
tensor2struct-public and will be available at https://github.com/clarana/tensor2struct-meta-domain

Submitted to the 6th Workshop on Meta-Learning at NeurIPS 2022, New Orleans. Do not distribute.
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in the dataset are well-defined (different SQL databases correspond to different domains), with an32

underlying similarity in desired logical form structure (i.e., acceptable model outputs are well-formed33

SQL queries which produce correct outputs when executed).34

Similar to Wang et al. (2021), we create virtual zero-shot tasks during meta-training by sampling35

examples from source and target domains pre-defined for Spider. We experiment with alternative36

domain definitions based on different similarity scores between natural language text and its cor-37

responding programs, and consider different source and target domain selection strategies during38

training in addition to a random baseline: namely choosing similar domains, different domains,39

increasingly different domains, or increasingly similar domains. We show that it is possible to achieve40

full benefits of DG-MAML while drastically reducing training time needed to achieve the results, or41

outperform baseline DG-MAML using our domain and task selection strategies. Other notable results42

include the capacity of "bad" virtual task sampling strategies to dramatically reduce task accuracy,43

and the stabilizing effect of DG-MAML versus a multitask learning baseline.44

2 Methods45

2.1 Redefining Domains46

Text-to-SQL datasets contain pre-defined domains since queries tend to reference a single database47

(i.e., a database is a domain). In particular, the publicly available Spider dataset contains 16648

databases including 146 for the training set and 20 for the validation set. However, samples from the49

same domain may not be homogeneous when considering text representations (see Figure 5). Since50

meta-learning assumes that samples in source and target domains are cohesive, we re-define data51

domains in the following ways:52

Similarity of Question representation: the text-SQL pairs in the Spider training set are clustered53

into 220 new domains using KNN based on cosine similarity between the natural language question54

representations.55

Similarity of SQL representation: the training samples are clustered into 220 new domains based56

on SQL similarity using the same method.57

Similarity of Question-SQL representation similarity: domains are redefined by the degree to58

which a natural language text is similar to its SQL representation. We calculate the cosine similarity59

between a text embedding and its corresponding SQL embedding. The new domains are the cosine60

similarities defined by increments of 0.1. The re-defined domains represent degrees of semantic and61

syntactic similarity and serve as a fine-grained proxy for training example difficulty.62

The above ways of redefining domains purely rely on the question or SQL representations, which63

ignores some orthogonal features in the table schemes. We also propose another naive deconvolution64

method which we deconvolve domain-specific and domain-agnostic representation (see A.1), making65

use of both the similarity of representation and the pre-defined domain information. Hence we also66

propose an alternative method below.67

Similarity of Domain-Specific Question Representation: The text-SQL pairs in the training set68

are clustered into 136 new domains using KNN and cosine similarity between the deconvolved69

domain-specific question representations.70

2.2 Virtual Task Selection71

We explore task selection strategies to potentially improve meta-learning performance by: 1) Consis-72

tently selecting similar domains; 2) Consistently selecting distinct domains; 3) Selecting domains73

with decreasing similarity; 4) Selecting domains with increasing similarity, and; 5) Random selection.74

To quantify similarity between domains, we calculate the cosine similarity matrix for each pair of75

domains, where the mean embedding for each domain is used. In choosing a target domain for a76

source domain d ∈ D during meta-training, we retrieve the vector s⃗ of similarity between that d77

and all other domains D − d from the cosine similarity matrix, which we use to obtain a probability78
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distribution under which we pick the target domains. Formally, in each step i ∈ 1, ..., n where n is the79

maximum training steps, we calculate the target domain with the probability distribution, P (t), as:80

P (t) = softmax(s⃗ r) where

r =


1 if selection strategy 1 (constant rate)
−1 if selection strategy 2 (constant rate)

− 2i
n
+ 1 if selection strategy 3 (linear rate)

2i
n
− 1 if selection strategy 4 (linear rate)

(1)

3 Experiments81

We experiment with RAT-SQL (Wang et al., 2019), a model with a relation-aware transformer encoder82

and a LSTM-based decoder, as our baseline model. We use similar configurations as Wang et al.83

(2021), including their batch size of Bs = Bt = 12 and their inner and outer learning rates of84

α = 5× 10−4 and 6× 10−4, where their outer learning rate schedule includes a 500 step warmup to85

6× 10−4 and a polynomial cooldown to their last step.86

We run meta-training using the DG-MAML algorithm using combinations of our three domain87

definitions and our five virtual task selection methods. In addition, we proposed an alternative,88

stronger baseline of multi-task learning (Multi-task in Table 1), which allows us to implement task89

selection on top of regular supervised training. This allows for an additional fairer comparison90

between meta-learning and regular supervised training when comparing task selection strategies91

across models. Details of this model can be found in Appendix A. Select results are depicted in92

Table 1, with additional tables ( A.2, 2) containing more complete results. We run a subset of93

experiments to 20k training steps and report those results in Table 3.94

Model Set Match Acc. Exec. Acc.

DG-MAML Wang et al. (2021), 20k train steps 68.9 69.3

DG-FMAML Wang et al. (2021), 20k train steps N/A N/A

Regular 62.3 65.0

Multi-task + orig domain + . 64.5 66.6

DG-FMAML + orig domain + . 66.8 67.3

DG-MAML + orig domain + . 66.8 67.6

DG-FMAML + orig domain + different 67.5 68.8

DG-MAML + orig domain + similar 68.7 69.2
DG-MAML + question sim domains + different
→ similar 66.7 68.3

DG-MAML + question sim domains + similar →
different 68.1 66.7

DG-MAML + domain-specific sim domains + dif-
ferent 68.8 68.3

DG-MAML + domain-specific sim domains + sim-
ilar → different 68.7 / 67.3 68.6 / 68.1

Table 1: Evaluation accuracy % on baseline and DG-MAML model with 10k training iterations,
except the first section, which contains lines in italics which are reported dev accuracies from Wang
et al. (2021) (DG-FMAML accuracy is unreported for English-only Spider). The second section
contains our own baseline metrics, and the third section contains our most promising models. Each
model name consists of three parts: The first component is the learning scheme, the second is
the domain definition scheme, and the third is the task selection scheme, where ‘.’ indicates the
default selection scheme – otherwise, similarity calculations among domains are based on example
embeddings. Note that if task selection scheme is random, no similarity calculation is used.
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4 Discussion95

Our methods achieve varying levels of performance on the Spider task. Experiments that boost96

performance above the baseline at 10k steps in some cases approach the performance of Wang et al.97

(2021)’s reported results (68.9% and 69.3% accuracy for validation set exact set match and execution98

accuracy) at 20k steps, using the same batch sizes and other settings (Tables 1, 2). Additionally, we99

found that intentional task selection did not impact training time (the bottleneck is still by far the time100

required to compute first and second order gradients during meta-training), so halving the number of101

training steps also halves the wall clock time. Meanwhile, there are multiple methods that dramatically102

hurt accuracy compared to baselines, such as domain redefinition based on example-example text103

cosine similarity with a static sampling strategy (Table A.2 in Appendix), further confirming that task104

selection strategy does in fact affect model performance. Furthermore, models trained with multi-task105

learning or DG-FMAML often match or even exceed performance of DG-MAML models. However,106

meta-learning seems to encourage faster convergence (with respect to the number of steps) and may107

confer benefits in stability throughout individual training runs (Table A.2 in Appendix).108

Our domain redefinition experiments are also instructive: When the domains are redefined by question109

embedding similarity, shifting from selecting similar to dissimilar domains or vice versa throughout110

training can improve the performance compared to using a consistent selection strategy. Similar-to-111

dissimilar sampling tends to outperform its inverse when the text-SQL similarity is high and worse112

when text-SQL similarity is low (Fig. 1 in Appendix). When using the question domain-specific113

representation as the redefined domains, selecting different samples constantly or shifting from114

similar to dissimilar domains boosts the performance.115

When the domains are redefined by text-SQL similarity, selecting similar source and target domains116

during training results in higher accuracies when generating hard and extra hard queries compared to117

selecting dissimilar domains during training (Fig. 7, 8 in Appendix). Additionally, curriculum learning118

in this setting seems to equalize accuracies over the entire range of queries with different levels of119

text-SQL similarity, a proxy for example difficulty. Similar-to-dissimilar curriculum learning has a120

more prominent effect than dissimilar-to-similar curriculum learning (Fig. 3, Fig. 4 in Appendix).121

4.1 Future work122

Further "tuning" of models trained with redefined domain selection Despite meta-training123

being a strategy to aim domain generalization, there still may be inherently different distributions124

of data between training and evaluation or inference time. We can explore meta-training schemes125

that involve a final tuning of the model using originally defined domains, after meta-training using126

redefined domains.127

Experimentation with alternative curricula In our experiments that involve curriculum learning,128

the rate in which domain similarity selection increases or decreases is linear with respect to the129

number of steps. However, it may be beneficial to explore non-linear rates or injecting outliers into130

the curriculum during training.131

Beyond text-SQL Another potential future direction is to evaluate DG-MAML on other zero-132

shot tasks where domain is not as well-defined as the case where a domain is a SQL table. Our133

experimentation with redefined domains lays groundwork for domain selection in cases where134

domains may be defined in different ways – our results suggest that domain selection strategy does135

matter when meta-learning for domain generalization, and that different strategies may be beneficial136

depending on how domains are defined. A dynamic task selection strategy could be especially helpful137

to improve domain generalization in a model-agnostic, task-agnosic way.138

4.2 Conclusion139

Previous work suggests that a good "curriculum" in meta-learning is important (Zhan et al., 2021;140

Zhang et al., 2019). Having well-defined inherent domains for a challenging task, as they are in141

Spider (Yu et al., 2019), can help us ground experimentation and learn from and interpret results.142

This can in turn help us design human-interpretable curricula for meta-learning, potentially even for143

tasks beyond those specifically studied.144
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A Appendix228

Optionally include extra information (complete proofs, additional experiments and plots) in the229
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A.1 Domain-specific and domain-agnostic representation231

For datasets with domain categorical information, after obtaining an initial embedding for data Xn×k232

and domain label y ∈ {1, . . . , C}n, we form the question as follows:233

For domain-specific embedding, we want to find a transformation that minimizes the in-domain234

variance. Without loss of generality, we assume that we want to find a one-dimensional representation.235

We define the mean of X as X̂ such that236

x̂i =
1∑n

j=1 1{yj=yi}

n∑
j=1

1{yj=yi}xj
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We then define the objective as follows:237

min
p

pT (X − X̂)T (X − X̂)p, where∥p∥2 = 1

Then for domain-agnostic (syntax-specific) embeddings, we want to find a transformation that238

maximizes the in-domain variance to account for the variations within the syntax for each domain.239

We then define the objective as follows:240

max
q

qT (X − X̂)T (X − X̂)q, where∥q∥2 = 1

The dimension of the embedding can be more than r = 1.241

Then the final transformation for domain-specific embeddings and domain-agnostic embeddings242

would be243

zspe =Xp

zagn =Xq

In theory, p and q should be the last column and first column of the eigenvector matrix in the244

eigendecomposition of X − X̂ .245

A.2 Multi-task learning baseline246

Our multi-task learning implementation is based on the DG-MAML implementation and less efficient247

than it can be, but it nevertheless cuts training time in half (38 hours vs 19 hours). For multi-task248

learning, we use:249

∇θLT (θ) = ∇θLBt
(θ) +∇θLBs

(θ) (2)

Furthermore, we implement DG-FMAML, the first order approximation of DG-MAML described250

but not provided by Wang et al. (2021) and run additional experiments using it to explore a computa-251

tionally less intensive alternative to DG-MAML. In DG-FMAML, we use:252

∇θLT (θ) = ∇θθ
′∇θ′LBt(θ

′) +∇θLBs(θ) (3)

≈ ∇θ′LBt
(θ′) +∇θLBs

(θ) (4)

Because our implementation adds gradients manually from a copy to the original, our DG-FMAML253

may require more memory at times, but training time is cut roughly in half from the DG-MAML254

implementation. In Table 1, we highlight our best performing models and compare them with each255

other as well as with Wang et al. (2021)’s reported results.256
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Learning algorithm Domain Definition Domain Selection
Strategy

Set Match
Acc.

Exec.
Acc.

Regular supervised N/A N/A 62.3 65.0

Multi-task learning SQL table similar (table name) 64.5 /
64.9

66.6 /
66.7

similar (text) 66.5 66.3 /
67.2

different (text) 66.6 67.8

similar → different
(text) 67.7 66.8 /

66.9

different → similar
(text)

68.6 /
69.1 67.4

DG-FMAML SQL table similar (table name) 66.8 67.3

random 67.2 68.3

similar (text) 65.0 67.3

different (text) 67.5 /
67.6 68.8

similar → different
(text)

66.6 /
66.7

67.8 /
68.4

different → similar
(text) 66.2 67.3.

DG-MAML SQL table similar (table name) 66.8 67.6

random 67.1 67.1

similar (text) 68.7 69.2
different (text) 67.9 68.9

similar → different
(text)

67.6 /
68.2

67.9 /
68.1

different → similar
(text) 67.6 67.9 /

68.0

example-example
text cosine similarity random 66.8 66.8

similar (text) 64.0 /
65.4

64.6 /
66.2

different (text) 65.1 66.2

similar → different
(text) 68.1 66.7

different → similar
(text) 66.7 68.3

text-SQL cosine sim-
ilarity similar (text) 65.4 65.3

different (text) 62.8 62.7 /
63.2

similar → different
(text)

65.1 /
64.9

64.9 /
65.2

different → similar
(text)

62.5 /
63.7

64.8 /
66.3
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Learning
algorithm Domain Definition Domain Selection

Strategy
Set Match
Acc.

Exec.
Acc.

DG-
MAML

example-example
domain specific represen-
tation cosine similarity

random 67.3 67.4

similar (text mean
cosim)

66.3 /
66.3

67.0 /
66.5

different (text mean
cosim) 68.8 68.3

similar → different
(text mean cosim)

68.7 /
67.3

68.6 /
68.1

different → similar
(text mean cosim)

66.7 /
65.7

66.8 /
66.7

sql-sql domain specific
representation cosine
similarity

random 65.7 /
65.7

66.2 /
66.3

similar (sql mean
cosim) 65.7 66.2

different (sql mean
cosim) 65.7 66.7

similar → different
(sql mean cosim) 62.1 63.2

different → similar
(sql mean cosim)

61.3 /
61.9

62.3 /
62.7

Table 2: This description applies to both Table A.2 and Table 2. Validation set accuracy % on dev
set with after 10k training iterations for all models trained. All models listed use a RAT-SQL base
with BERT-base contextualized embeddings. Wang et al. (2021) define data domains by SQL table of
origin (SQL table) and by default select domains weighted by cosine similarity of SQL table name
embeddings so that domains with similar names are more likely to be selected for a task (similar
(table name cosim)). We mark accuracy metrics at ’final checkpoint / best checkpoint’ when the final
checkpoint does not have the highest accuracy. Checkpoints were saved every 1000 steps starting
from the 1000th step.
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Model Set Match Accuracy
(10k → 20k steps)

Execution Accuracy
(10k → 20k steps)

Regular Wang et al. (2021) N/A → 66.8 N/A → 66.8
DG-MAML Wang et al. (2021) N/A → 68.9 N/A → 69.3

Regular N/A → 67.4 ± 0.8 N/A → 67.5 ± 1.1

Multi-task + orig domain + . 64.5 → 69.8 ± 1.6 66.6 → 69.3 ± 1.1

DG-FMAML + orig domain + . 66.8 → *69.9 67.3 → *69.2

DG-MAML + orig domain + . 66.8 → 68.2 ± 1.3 67.6 → 69.4 ± 1.3

DG-MAML + orig domain + similar 68.7 → 69.4 ± 1.0 69.2 → 69.7 ± 1.2

DG-MAML + orig domain + different 67.9 → 67.8 ± 0.4 68.9 → 68.4 ± 1.2
Table 3: Evaluation accuracy % on baseline and DG-MAML models trained for 20k iterations.
Accuracies reached in (separate) training runs to 10k steps are included for comparison. Reported
numbers for 20k step training runs are arithmetic means (n = 3) ± standard deviations, unless
*otherwise specified. Comparison of 10k step accuracy with 20k step accuracy can hint at the rate of
convergence using different training schemes. Although variability is high relative across random
seeds, many of the differences we report, including the improvement in set match accuracy from
selecting similar domains throughout training (vs baseline DG-MAML), are statistically significant
(p-value < 0.05).

Figure 1: The accuracy among tasks with different text-SQL similarity using curriculum learning
(blue) and reverse curriculum learning (orange) with redefined domains based on question embedding
similarity
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Figure 2: The execution accuracy of predicted SQL with consistently selecting similar domain based
on mean question embedding similarity with original domain and reverse curriculum learning with
redefined domains based on question embedding similarity

Figure 3: Accuracy among tasks with different cosine similarities between text and SQL. Source
and target domains during training are redefined by cosine similarities between text and SQL. Left:
similar domain are selected as source and target domains during training. Right: dissimlar domain
are selected as source and target domains during training
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Figure 4: Accuracy among tasks with different cosine similarities between text and SQL. Source
and target domains during training are redefined by cosine similarities between text and SQL. Left:
curriculum learning is used (decreasing source and target domain similarity over time during training).
Right: reverse curriculum learning is used (increasing source and target domain similarity over time
during training)

Figure 5: tSNE plot for sentence representation of questions from 10 example domains
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Figure 6: Accuracy among domains defined by hardness of SQL query using DGMAML

Figure 7: Accuracy among domains defined by hardness of SQL query. Source and target domains
during training are redefined by cosine similarities between text and SQL. Left: similar domain are
selected as source and target domains during training. Right: dissimlar domain are selected as source
and target domains during training

Figure 8: Accuracy among domains defined by hardness of SQL query. Source and target domains
during training are redefined by cosine similarities between text and SQL. Left: curriculum learning
is used (decreasing source and target domain similarity over time during training). Right: reverse
curriculum learning is used (increasing source and target domain similarity over time during training)
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